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This paper presents a novel image retrieval system
(SVMBIR) based on dual tree complex wavelet transform (CWT) and support vector machines (SVM). We
have shown how one can improve the performance
of image retrieval systems by assuming two attributes.
Firstly, images that a user needs through query image are
similar to a group of images with the same conception.
Secondly, there exists non-linear relationship between
feature vectors of different images and it can be exploited
very efficiently with the use of support vector machines.
At the first level, for low level feature extraction, we
have used dual tree complex wavelet transform because
recently it has been proved to be one of the best for
both texture and color-based features. At the second
level, to extract semantic concepts, we grouped images
of typical classes with the use of one against all support
vector machines. We have also shown how one can
use a correlation-based distance metric for comparison
of SVM distance vectors. The experimental results
on standard texture and color datasets show that the
proposed approach has superior retrieval performance
over the existing linear feature combining techniques.
Keywords: complex wavelet transform (CWT), support
vector machine (SVM), content-based image retrieval,
texture image retrieval

1. Introduction
Digitization has made a profound effect on our
everyday life, from HDTV to digital camera.
Global village concept is truly visualized in
today’s field of communication where boundaries of many independent technologies have
been merged to a common technology. With
the rapid development of computing hardware,
digital acquisition of information has become a

popular method in recent years. Every day, Gbytes of images are generated by both military
and civilian equipment. Large sets of medical
images, architectural and engineering designs,
journalism and advertising, are worth mentioning. Consequently, how to make use of this
huge amount of images effectively becomes a
highly challenging problem [1]. Historically,
the only way to search through these collections
was text-based. Images were first annotated using text and then traditional Database Management Systems (DBMS) were used to retrieve
relevant images when required.
There were two main problems with this approach; at first, the amount of labor involved
in manually annotating these images and, secondly, the inherent complexity and richness of
image contents made the annotation process difficult. For example, it was not easy to label two
images containing similar objects, but with different meanings. In order to overcome these
problems and to make the retrieval process automatic researchers from the field of computer
vision proposed a new idea [2], which is known
as content-based image retrieval (CBIR). CBIR
is also known as query by image content (QBIC)
and content-based visual information retrieval
(CBVIR). These days, many commercial and
research CBIR systems are available. IBM’s
QBIC [7] and UC Berkeley’s Blobworld are well
known. Detailed comparison of such systems
can be found at [3]. These systems are being
used mainly for the following application areas:
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• Security – e.g. image comparison for corporate security and law enforcement investigations
• Intellectual Property – e.g. information retrieval in patent and trademark data (e.g.
technical drawings, logos, photos)
• Brand protection – e.g. tracking proprietary visual data on the Internet
• Media archives – e.g. search, retrieve and
manage visual assets (and associated metadata)
• Scientific imaging – e.g. retrieves and
classifies images with respect to specific
visual content (e.g. life sciences, healthcare, and biotech)
• Military (radar, aerial, satellite target recognition)

At first, features from all images in a database
are extracted and stored into a feature database.
This process is also known as indexing. When
a user tries to search some images from the collection, he provides the system with a query
image. Different options for query image are
possible i.e.
• Image
• Rough Sketch
• Color or textural layout
• Verbal or semantic description
Features from query image are extracted by
the same indexing mechanism. Then these
query image features are matched with feature
database using a similarity metric and, finally,
similar images are retrieved.

A majority of indexing techniques are based on
pixel domain features such as color [4], texture
[5],
and shape [6]. However, with recent ad• Fashion and interior design
vancements in image compression, compressed
• Journalism and advertising
domain indexing techniques have gained popularity due to their less complexity. The reason
• Medical diagnosis
for this is that we can get superior features in
• Geographical information and remote sens- these domains. Some frequency domain teching systems
niques include wavelet domain features, Gabor
transform and Fourier domain features. Com• Cultural heritage
prehensive survey of existing CBIR techniques
• Education and training
can be found in [1, 2].
• Home entertainment
Researchers have shown that texture is one of
the most important features for CBIR. Texture
• Web searching.
refers to the visual patterns that have properIn content-based image retrieval, we automat- ties of homogeneity not resulting from presically extract features from images and then ence of only one color or intensity. It is an
compare images using these features. Images innate property of virtually all surfaces, includhaving similar features would have similar con- ing clouds, trees, bricks, hairs, fabric, etc. It
tents. Basic block diagram of a CBIR system is contains important information about the strucshown in Figure 1.
tural arrangement of surfaces and their relationship to the surrounding environment. There
are many review papers on texture-based image retrieval. Manjunath and Ma [8] evaluated
the texture image annotation by various wavelet
transform representations and found that Gabor
transform was the best among the tested candidates.
• Architectural and engineering design

Figure 1. Typical CBIR system.

Kingsbury [13] proposed a new complex wavelet
transform which allows fast computing Gaborlike wavelets. Peter and Kingsbury [14] in their
paper have shown how one can use this new
transform to speed up and enhance the image
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retrieval process. Kokare et al. [15] have proposed even better extension of this work. Janney
et al. [17] have shown how we can enhance the
texture extraction capabilities of CWT for color
image retrieval. They have shown that we can
achieve almost the same precision for color image retrieval as well. These properties of CWT
have motivated us to use it as feature extraction
for our proposed system.
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cusses the results of our technique in comparison with existing techniques. Section 6 gives
the concluding remarks.

2. Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform

Mostly during the phase of comparison of features, linear metrics like Euclidean distance etc.
were used. Recently, Han et al. [9] have shown
how one can improve the performance of image retrieval systems by assuming non-linear
relationship among feature vectors and grouping the images into similar classes. We have
applied a similar idea for retrieving of texture
images. We have used support vector machines
for classification of images in the database.

Wavelets are being used in many different areas. Applications of wavelets in signal denoising, image, audio and video compression, image
smoothing and differential equation solution are
active research topics [20]. Wavelets offer some
advantages as a tool for image processing, such
as the multiresolution formulation, which allows the reduction of computational complexity. This aspect is of crucial importance, since
minimum retrieval time is required for an efficient browsing in large databases.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a brief introduction to dual tree complex wavelet transform and some of its applications. Section 3 provides an overview of support vector machines and how SVM can be used
for classification. Section 4 describes proposed
and implemented CBIR systems. Section 5 dis-

Kingsbury’s [13] dual tree complex wavelet transform (CWT) is an enhancement to the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT), with important additional properties. The main advantages, as compared to the DWT, are that the complex wavelets
are approximately shift invariant (meaning that
our texture features are likely to be more robust

Figure 2. Four-scale CWT of a texture image.
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to translations in the image) and that the complex wavelets have separate sub-bands for positive and negative orientations. Conventional
separable real wavelets only have sub-bands for
three different orientations at each level, and
cannot distinguish between lines at 45◦ and
−45◦ respectively.
The complex wavelet transform attains these
properties by replacing the tree structure of
the conventional wavelet transform with a dual
tree. At each scale one tree produces the real
part of the complex wavelet coefficients, while
the other one produces the imaginary parts. A
complex-valued wavelet ψ (t) can be obtained
as:
ψ (t) = ψh (t) + jψg (t)
(1)
where ψh (t) and ψg (t) are both real valued
wavelets.
CWT like Gabor transform have six orientations
at each of four scales (any number of scales
can be used, but the number of orientations is
built into the method). The main advantage, as
compared to the Gabor transform, is speed of
computation. It has a redundancy of only 4 in
2-dimensions and so the post-processing stages
(of calculating mean and standard deviations)
are also faster as it has less redundancy than the
Gabor wavelets.
Figure 2 shows magnitudes of CWT coefficients
for a texture image. One can see more details
related to orientation and scales. Each row represents one scale and the columns represent angles within that scale.

port vector machines have many advantages in
comparsion with other classifiers:
• There are computationally very efficient
as compared with other classifiers, especially neural nets.
• They work well, even with high dimensional data, a factor which limits many
efficient classifiers.
• They can work well with less number of
training data.
• They attempt to minimize test error rather
than training error.
• They are very robust against noisy data
(noise greatly degrades the performance
of neural nets).
• The curse of dimensionality and overfitting problems does not occur during
classification.
Fundamentally, SVM is a binary classifier, but
can be extended for multi-class problems as
well. The task of binary classification can be
represented as having, (Xi , Yi ) pairs of data.
Where Xi ∃X p , a p dimensional input space and
Yi ∃[−1, 1] for both the output classes. SVM
finds the linear classification function g(x) =
W.X + b, which corresponds to a separating hyperplane W.X + b = 0, where W and b are slope
and intersection. SVM, unlike other classifiers,
finds the optimal hyperplane. Examples of optimal and non-optimal hyperplanes are shown
in Figure 3.

3. Support Vector Machines
There are many pattern matching and machine
learning tools and techniques for clustering and
classification of linearly separable and nonseparable data. Support vector machine (SVM)
is a relatively new classifier and it is based on
strong foundations from the broad area of statistical learning theory [11]. Since its inception in
the early 90’s, it is being used in many application areas such as character recognition, image
classification, bioinformatics, face detection, financial time series prediction etc.
SVM offers many advantages over other classification methods such as neural networks. Sup-

Figure 3. Optimal and non-optimal hyperplanes.

SVM usually incorporates kernel functions for
mapping of non-linearly separable input space
to a higher dimension linearly separable space.
Many kernel functions exist such as radial bases
functions (RBF), Gaussian, linear, sigmoid etc.
Different options exist to extend SVM for multiclass cases, these include one against all, one
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against one and all at once. Figure 4 shows how
one against all SVM can be used for grouping of
different classes inside an image database. Each
support vector machine separates one class of
images from the rest of the database, which is
shown by non-linear boundaries. A more detailed tutorial on SVM can be found in [19],
which is oriented to researchers working on pattern recognition.
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4. CWT and SVM-based Image Retrieval
System
In this section, we describe the structure of the
proposed SVMBIR system in detail. Figure 5
shows the main components of the proposed
system and the control flows among them.
The proposed system is based on SVM classifier. Our system is based on a similar assumption as Han et al.[9] that is images users need are
often similar to a set of images with the same
conception instead of one query image and the
assumption that there is a nonlinear relationship
between different features. The following steps
show the detail of our proposed algorithm:

Figure 4. One against all classification showing three
support vector machines.

Step 1: Features are extracted from each image included in the image database using the
following feature extraction process. First, we
performed a four scale (six angles) CWT on an
image. We got 24 real and 24 imaginary detailed
sub-bands, and 2 real and 2 imaginary approximation sub-bands. By taking the magnitudes of

Figure 5. The structure of the proposed SVMBIR system.
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corresponding real and imaginary coefficients
of both approximation and detailed sub-bands,
we got 26 sub-bands. To calculate the features
we measured the mean and standard deviation
of the magnitude of the transform coefficients in
each of 26 sub-bands, in the same way as [14].
For color images we applied above process on
each RGB color channels to get the feature vector. These features were then stored in feature
database for later comparison.
Step 2: From each class of images included
in the image database some typical images (K)
were selected for training of support vector machine for that class. Selection of these training
images can be done randomly or from a sequence. In our experiments we used first K
images for training. We used one against all
training method as it is the best when one needs
good speed and reliable performance. This is
done using trainlssvm function of LSSVM [16].
We used ‘RBF’ as kernel function for training
of support vector machines. Optimal parameter selection is always a bottleneck of support
vector machines. LSSVM provides a function
tunelssvm which can be used for stimation of
optimal parameters. We used grid search approach for searching optimal parameters. Our
used and final parameter values were 100 and
20 for gam and sig2 respectively.
Step 3: In this step, the distance of each image included in the database from each trained
SVM is calculated. This is done using simlssvm
function of LSSVM. Each of this distance is
grouped in the form of distance vectors. This
distance vector will store distance of each image from each support vector machine. Finally,
we store all these distance vectors in distance
vectors database.
Steps 1 – 3 are done offline and after these steps
our system is ready to process the user queries.
Step 4: When the user gives the system a query
image, features from the query image are extracted. Using this feature vector of query image
distance vector of query image is calculated.
Step 5: Query image distance vector is compared with all the distance vectors included in
the distance vector database. By looking at the
type of distance vectors generated we can easily
find that following correlation based metric can
be used for this comparison.

(xr −x̄r ) (xs −x̄s )
drs=1− 


(xr −x̄r ) (xr −x̄r ) (xs −x̄s ) (xs −x̄s )
(2)
This equation is one minus the correlation coefficient between vectors xr and xs . In our case,
xr is the query image distance vector and xs is
the distance vector of images included in the
database. s varies from 1 . . . N, where N is the
total number of images included in the image
database. xr and xs are the means of the vectors
xr and xs .
Step 6: Finally, the top Q images having minimum distance are retrieved and presented to the
user.
5. Experimental Results
In this section we have shown some experimental results to evaluate the performance of our
proposed system.
For texture images we have used the same
dataset as was used by Peter and Kingsbury
[14]. The texture data set used in the experiments contains 100 texture images from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
VisTex [12] database. Each 512x512 image is
divided into 16 smaller images of size 128x128
giving a total of 1600 texture images in the
database. Each original image is treated as a
single class and so we have 16 examples from
each of our 100 classes. For color images we
use the same dataset as was used by Janney et
al. [17]. The color image data set used in the
experiments contains 7200 color images from
the Columbia University Image Library (COIL100) [18]. These images are organized as having
100 objects photographed at 72 different angles
giving total of 7200 images.
For performance comparison we have used the
same technique as was used by Peter and Kingsbury [14]. They used plots similar to the precision recall graphs. For each of the 1600 images
in the texture database we compute the distance
to all of the other images and select the Nnearest
neighbors for each image. We then count how
many of these belong to the correct class (up to
a maximum of 15) and define the retrieval rate
as this number divided by 15. This gives us a
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retrieval rate for each of the 1600 images and
we simply average these rates to give an overall
retrieval rate. In our results, we plot the retrieval
rate for a number of choices of N. A good set
of features will give a retrieval rate that rapidly
rises to 1. For each object present in coil-100
database we selected first instance out of 72 instances giving total of 100 query images and
rest of the process is same.
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Figure 6 shows the comparison of our technique
with Peter and Kingsbury’s technique. In this
comparison we used only 25% images from
each class for training of support vector machines. As shown in Figure 6, our technique
performs better. We believe that the results can
be significantly improved if we use more images
for training. Figure 7 shows the comparison
with 50% training images.

Figure 6. Retrieval rate comparsion using 25% training images.

Figure 7. Retrieval rate comparsion using 50% training images.
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Table 1 shows error rate (number of mismatched
images) comparison of our technique (with 25%
training images) and Peter and Kingsbury’s technique, for different types of texture images. We
used 100 query images, one from each class.
Image Category

% Error
SVMBIR

% Error
CWT [14]

Bark
Brick
Buildings
Clouds
Fabric
Flowers
Food
Grass
Leaves
Metal
Misc
Paintings
Sand
Stone
Terrain
Tile
Water
WheresWaldo
Wood
Average

12.5
15.62
39.84
28.12
5.46
18.75
20.62
41.66
28.36
15.62
6.25
22.91
11.60
6.25
57.81
43.75
13.75
70.83
0
24.19

21.87
44.79
58.59
50
28.12
33.03
27.5
54.16
39.90
33.33
43.75
29.16
17.85
6.25
68.75
53.12
37.5
70.83
0
37.81

Table 1. Retrieval performance for different categories
of images.

Results are accumulated for different categories
of images, for example Bricks include
‘Brick.0002’, ‘Brick.0003’, ‘Brick.0004’,
‘Brick.0005’, ‘Brick.0006’, and ‘Brick.0007’
images of the VisTex database. It is very clear
from the table that our technique performed well
almost in each category.
Figure 8 shows the comparison of our technique
with Janney et al. [17]. In this comparison we
used only 12.5% images from each class for
training of support vector machines. As shown
in Figure 8, one can see significance improvement in results.
Here we also believe that the results can be significantly improved if we use more images for
training. Figure 9 shows the comparison with
25% training images. This shows that we can
almost reach over 90% precision by using the
idea presented in this paper.
Table 2 shows error rate (number of mismatched
images) comparison of our technique (with
12.5% and 25% training images) and Janney’s
technique, for different types of color images.
We used 20 query images from different classes.
Names of query image file in coil-100 database
are also shown in the table. It is very clear from
the table that our technique performed well almost in each category.

Figure 8. Retrieval rate comparsion using 12.5% training images.
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Figure 9. Retrieval rate comparison using 25% training images.

Image file name
Obj5 0.png
Obj10 0.png
Obj15 0.png
Obj20 0.png
Obj25 0.png
Obj30 0.png
Obj35 0.png
Obj40 0.png
Obj45 0.png
Obj50 0.png
Obj55 0.png
Obj60 0.png
Obj65 0.png
Obj70 0.png
Obj75 0.png
Obj80 0.png
Obj85 0.png
Obj90 0.png
Obj95 0.png
Obj100 0.png
Average

% Error % Error
% Error SVMBIR SVMBIR
12.5%
25%
Janney
training training
[17]
images
images
6.9444
22.222
45.833
40.278
0
0
0
48.611
76.389
0
63.889
77.778
75
0
30.556
56.944
38.889
65.278
0
40.278
34.444

4.1667
0
22.222
19.444
0
0
0
16.667
69.444
0
30.556
61.111
43.056
0
0
58.333
30.556
25
0
33.333
20.694

0
0
13.889
13.889
0
0
0
13.889
33.333
0
15.278
38.889
31.944
0
0
44.444
16.667
11.111
0
25
12.917

Table 2. Retrieval performance for different categories
of images.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the retrieved results of the proposed SVMBIR system, in which
the first image is the query image. In Figure 10,
the query image is a texture image, while in
Figure 11 the query is a color image. We can
see from these results that the proposed system
is very efficient as set of images with same conception can be retrieved, which is more similar
to the human visual system.
Table 3 shows execution times for different
stages of SVMBIR system. In this simulation we have used coil-100 database and 12.5%
training images. Simulation was carried out in
Matlab 7.4 running on Dell 360 computer having 3.0 G.Hz CPU and 1.0 GB of RAM.

Stage

Time

Feature extraction

0.2 sec/image

SVM training

18sec/class

Distance vectors

14 sec/svm

Query execution

8 sec/query

Table 3. Execution times for different stages of
SVMBIR system.
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Figure 10. Retrieved results of SVMBIR system for “Query” image.

Figure 11. Retrieved results of SVMBIR system for “Query” image.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel dual tree
complex wavelet transform and support vector machine-based image retrieval system. The
proposed system is based on the observation
that the images users need are often similar to a
set of images with the same conception instead
of one query image and the assumption that
there is a nonlinear relationship between different features. In addition, we have shown how a
correlation-based distance measure can be used
to enhance the retrieval accuracy. Finally, we
compare the performance of the proposed system with other image retrieval system. Experimental results show that it is more effective and
efficient to retrieve visually similar images having non-linear relationship among their feature
vectors.
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